
Climbers of Color 

2020 - Introduction to Sport Lead Climbing 
 
Whether you have been climbing for a while or are a new toproper, this class will teach you the 
fundamentals to get started leading outside. Topics covered will be: belay devices and safe 
operation, communication/commands, proper and improper quickdraw clipping techniques, 
anchors, how to catch and fall, mental training, stick clipping, and cleaning an anchor. This class 
will consist of one quarter day for Ground School in Seattle and the next full day be held outside 
at a local crag (most likely Exit 38 or 32 off I-90). 
 
Pre-Requisites: 

1. Introduction to Toproping 
2. Able to top rope a 5.9 clean 

OR 
1. Able to top rope a 5.9 clean 
2. Knowledge of how to use a belay device for top rope belaying 
3. Knows how to tie oneself in to the rope for climbing 
4. Can perform safety checks before climbing 

 
Student Equipment (minimum) 

1. Harness 
2. Helmet 
3. Rock climbing shoes 
4. Personal anchors, 2 minimum (ex: double length nylon or Dyneema runner) 
5. 2 locking carabiners for personal anchors 

 
Student Equipment (optional) 

1. Belay device 
2. Locking carabiner for belay device 
3. Quickdraws 
4. Dynamic rope 
5. Top rope anchor system 
6. Belay goggles 

 
Day 1 General Progression Overview: 

1. Clipping quickdraw techniques 
2. Improper clipping techniques: z clipping and back clipping 
3. Miscellaneous: leg behind rope, fall factor, slack in system 
4. Anchors 
5. Cleaning an anchor 
6. Communication/commands 
7. Belay device types and proper operation 
8. Mock belaying on ground with partners (and switch) 
9. Mock lead on top rope and/or with short practice rope (pinkpoint optional) 
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10. How to fall and catch 
11. Mental training 
12. Stick clipping 
13. Cleaning an anchor 
14. Real lead and optional fall at top of climb 

 
Day 2 Progression Overview: 

1. Mock belaying on ground with partners (and switch) 
2. Mock lead on top rope and/or with short practice rope (pinkpoint optional) 
3. How to fall and catch 
4. Mental training 
5. Stick clipping 
6. Cleaning an anchor 
7. Real lead and optional fall at top of climb 


